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Introduction
The topic of my presentation - "Meaning of Marian Charisms in the
Church" 
- 
may be explored according to two different approaches. The first
one is more descriptive or historical and consists in a survey of the manifes-
tations, understandings and implementations of Marian charisms throughout
the history of the Church. The second one is more reflective or systematic and
looks at the foundation or relevance of Marian charisms for the Church today.
This being stated, a historical approach would evidently entail some systematic
reflection and a systematic approach would necessarily take into account the
current historical context of the Church. The way we do theology today is no
longer the way earlier generations did it, even though the former is built on
the latter.
Since, however, other presentations will specifically consider the Marian
profile of consecrated life within distinct periods of the history of the Church, I
will try to offer a more systematic view of what a Marian charism could mean
within the Church in the light of what we can retrieve from the datum of Rev-
elation as found mainly, but not exclusively, in Scripture. Instead of describing
what the meaning of Marian charisms has been, I will try to offer a proposal
of what the meaning of Marian charisms could or should be.
Often Mary has been regarded as the epitome of consecrated life because
of the many aspects of her person, or dimensions of her mission on behalf of
the Church, that are considered characteristic of consecrated life. Yet, instead
of listing the specific features that Mary shares with consecrated persons in
the Church, instead of highlighting how one or other of these Marian features
have impacted various religious charisms, my intent is to show that the corre-
spondence between Mary and consecrated life is based on the fact that Mary
herself, in her person as a whole, is a charism, even the first one ever given
by Jesus Christ to a disciple. Indeed, confronting the very definition of what a
charism is with the datum of Revelation allows us to make this point.
Marg, the Church, and Consecrated Life
The Vatican Council II ends its Dogmatic Constitution on the Church -
Lumen Gentium 
- 
with a chapter called "The Role of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
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Mother of God, in the Mystery of Christ and the Church." This last chapter
mirrors the first one, the title of which is "The Mystery of the Church."r The
composition of Lumen Gentium shows that the Council Fathers did not only
want to speak of Mary within the context of Church, but also to present Mary
as a key to understanding the mystery qf the Church, as a "personification of
ecclesiological synthesis."2
The parallel between Mary and the Church, however, is not a recent find-
ing in theology. Luigi Gambero reminds us that, already in the 4th century,
Ambrose of Milan was "the first Christian author to call Mary the type and
image of the Church."3 A case could be made that Scripture itself allows for a
corporate understanding of the figure of Mary. Bertrand Buby recalls how New
Testament exegetes such as Stanislas Lyonnet or Andr6 Feuillet have opened
the way to highlighting links between Mary and the Daughter of Zion, repre-
senting the people of God, or between Mary and the woman of Revelation 12,
embodying the Church.a
The parallel recognized between Mary and consecrated life, most clearly
expressed through virginity, can also be traced back to Ambrose who, in his
famous treatise De uirgi.nibus, presented Mary as the perfect example for those
who want to consecrate their life to Christ through virginity.s On the other
hand, as the threat of martyrdom became uncommon after the baptism of Con-
stantine, virginity was seen as the highest expression of one's consecration to
Christ.6 It is therefore understandable that Mary, the all holy one, was and
still is regarded as the perfect or sublime model of consecrated life.7 Mary has
been considered as the embodiment of consecrated life not only because of her
total dedication to God, but also on the basis of the many virtues that she
I LumenGenlium VIII and I. See Abbott, Walter M. (ed.), The Documents of Vatican II.With
Notes and Comments bg Catholic, Protestant, and Orlhodox Authorities. New York: The America
Press, 1966, 85 and 14.
2 Antonelli, Cesare, II Dibattito su Maria nel Concilio Valicano II. Percorso redazionale sulla
hase di nuoai documenti di archiuio. Padova: Edizioni Messaggero, 2009, 581.
3 ln, Exposilio in Lucam 2, 7; PL 15, 1635-36. See Gambero, Luigi, Marg and the Fathers of
the Church: The Blessed Virgin Marg in Patristic Thought. San Francisco: Ignatius Press; 1999,
198.
a Buby, Bertrand, Marg of Galilee. Yolume I: Marg in the Neu Testament, New York: Alba
House, 1994, l53ff.
5 Deuirginibus,2,2,7,PL16,220. See Gambero, Luigi, "Maria'La Vergine'e la verginitA
consacrata, ieri e oggi." In: Toniolo, Ermanno M. (ed.), La uergine Maria e Ia uita consauata.
Roma: Centro di Cultura Mariana "Madre della Chiesa," 1995, 91.
6 Gambero, "Maria 'La Vergine'...", 87-88.
7 John Paul II, Apostolic Exhosrtation "Vita Consatala." Roma: Libreria Editrice Vaticana,
1996, $ 28.
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practiced to the highest degree of perfection and seen as characteristic of con-
secrated life, especially poverty or obedience.8
Mary, tgpus Eccleslae, offers us a key to understanding the mystery of the
Church in particular because the Church, people of the New Covenant, is the
people consecrated to the Lord.0 First, God made a covenant with the descen-
dants of Abraham, with the people of Israel, so that they might be God's own
people among the many nations of the earth (Exodus 19:5-6). This people was
made up of twelve tribes. As God chose one people to be his own, so he chose
one tribe 
- 
the one of Levy 
- 
to be his own tribe among the twelve (Num-
bers 3:12-13). One of the raisons d'6tre of the Levites, of their particular vo-
cation within the people of Israel, was to remind the entire people of its own
particular vocation on behalf of the other peoples of the earth. Likewise, one
of the raisons d'€tre of. consecrated life, of this particular vocation within the
Church, is to remind the entire Church of its own vocation for our world. In
this context, it is not suprising that Mary is both lypus Ecclesiae and tgpus aitae
consacratae, for one of the main functions of a type, that is of the personifica-
tion of a corporate body, is to exemplify the mission of this body. This may
explain why some founders of religious orders or congregations declared that
Mary's own initiative was at the origin of their foundations;ro or why others
presented Mary's person and example as the cornerstone of their religious spir-
ituality, as the way of the consecration to Jesus.ll John Paul II wrote that
Mary in fact is the sublime example of perfect consecration, since she belongs
completely to God and is totally devoted to him. Chosen by the Lord, who
wished to accomplish in her the mystery of the Incarnation, she reminds con-
secrated persons of the primacy of God's initiative. At the same time, having
given her assent to the divine Word, made flesh in her, Mary is the model of the
acceptance of grace by human creatures.12
In these words, the reminding function of Mary is evoked. God's initiative,
however, applies not only to those called to consecrated life, but to all those
involved in the mystery of the Incarnation and, consequently, to the very elec-
tion and founding of the Church itself. In this regard, one must conclude that,
8 Ferndndez Garcia, Domiciano, "Maria." In: Aparicio Rodriguez, lngel, Dizionario teologico
ileUa aita consacrata. Milano: Ancora Editrice, 1994, 944-947.I Valentini, Alberto, "Maria vertice d'Israele 'popolo consacrato al Signore'." In: Toniolo,
Ermanno M. (ed.), La uergine Maria e Ia uita consacrala. Roma: Centro di Cultura Mariana
"Madre della Chiesa," 1995, 29.
10 Seven founders of the Servites. Chaminade and the Marianists.
11 Louis-Marie Grignion de Montfort and the Montfortians.
12 Vita consacrata, g 28.
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at many levels, including the ones of the Church and consecrated life, Mary is
indeed the model of the acceptance of grace by human creatures.
Marg as Charism
The Greek word for "grace" is cftaris, which is the root of the English word
"charisma" or "charism." Theologically, a charism can be defined as a free or
gratuitous, supernatural gift conferred not for the sanctification of the particu-
lar subject who receives it, but for the good of the community, the edification
of the mystical body. The recipient of the charism may be a plural, but it re-
mains particular. A charism is a gratuitous gift inasmuch as it is not related to
any merit; God distributes it to whom he wishes. This being said, if a charism
is not sanctifying in itself like grace, it is nonetheless not without influence on
the subject and becomes a source of fervor.r3 Significantly, such a definition
can also apply to Mary herself. As we try to understand the meaning of Mar-
ian charisms in the Church, looking at Mary as being a charism herself offers
us a most appropriate way to do it.
First of all, it is an approach that does not appear to have been as much
explored as the ones regarding Mary as lypus Ecclesiae or tgpus uitae consacra-
lae. Moreover, the other two approaches seem to have led us to a dead end.
With statements, such as "the entire Church is Marian"ra or "Mary's presence
is of fundamental importance both for the spiritual life of each consecrated per-
son and for the solidity, unity, and progress of the whole community,"tu af-
firming the Marian character and identity of both the Church and consecrated
life, it becomes difficult to determine what is specific about a Marian charism
in consecrated life within the Church. Unless, the reciprocity between Mary
13 See Ducros, Xavier, "Charismes." ln Dictionnaire de spiritualitC ascdtique et mgslique: IIa.
Paris: Beauchesnes, 1953, 504-505.
la Von Balthasar, Hans Urs, ?fte Office of Peler and the Struture of the Church. San Francis-
co: Ignatius Press, 1986, 205, who quotes Journet, Charles, LEgtise du Verbe IncarnC. II: Sa
structure interne el son unild catholique. Paris: Descl6e de Brouwer, 1951, 438-446. De Lubac,
Henri, Tfte Splendour of lhe Church. New York: Sheed and Ward, 1956, 240, writes that the two
mysteries of the Church and Mary "are not just solidary;" and that "we might say that they
are 'one single and unique mystery."'
15 Vita consacrata, $ 28. Garcia Paredes, Jos6 Cristo Rey, "Vita Consacrata." In: De Fiores,
Stefano; Ferrari Schiefer, Valeria; and Perrella, Salvatore M. (eds.), Mariologia. Cinisello Bal-
samo: Edizioni San Paolo, 2009, 1272, speaks of a "profonda consonanza" (deep correspon-
dence) between Mary and consecrated life. Galot, Jean, Yiuere con Marta nella uila consacrala,
Milano: Editrice Ancora, 1987, 169-171, considers Mary as the mother of each and every order,
institute or congregation. Colin, Louis, Our Lailg Queen of the Religious .Life. Westminster, Md.:
The Newman Press, 1958, 104, makes a similar statement in virtue of Marv's motherhood over
the Church.
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and the Church or consecrated life is used in order to promote a Church - or a
consecrated life 
- 
that would be more Marian for the sake of its very identity.
In this perspective, the Church 
- 
or consecrated life 
- 
would be truly itself
in becoming truly Marian, depending of course on how the person and role of
Mary is perceived. A particular Marian contribution to the understanding of
the Church or of consecrated life can be seen in her reminding or illustrating
function. But, in terms of content, a function as such does not say much about
the meaning or the specificity of a Marian charism and its contribution to the
Church and consecrated life.
If, however, we consider Mary as being a charism herself - that is as being
no longer necessarily connected with the very identity of the Church or con-
secrated life 
- 
then we can retrieve what the meaning of Marian charisms in
the Church may be or how they look, for the gratuitousness of charisms frees
them from any dimension of necessity. A charism is a gratuitous or free gift
from God. The Revelation invites us to see Mary as a free gift from God. Mary
herself appears to be the example of a charism. The reminding and illustrating
function of Mary comes also to light when we look at what a charism, a Marian
charism, looks like. There is a difference, however. In this case, the function
is not performed by Mary as type of the Church (tgpus Ecclesiae) or as type of
consecrated life (fypus uitae consacralae), but as just one example among others,
one charism among others.
If we now keep in mind the definition of "charism" mentioned earlier and
if we screen it, we notice that a charism is first a gift from God. In the gos-
pel of John, chapter 19, verses 25 to 27, we see the crucified Lord giving his
mother to his "beloved" disciple. The disciple understands the words of Je-
sus as expressing a gift since he "receives" or "takes" (elaben) Mary. The fact
that this gift is to be understood as coming from God can be found at the
beginning of the gospel where it is written that Jesus is the Word made flesh
(John 1:14), the Word who is God (John 1:1). Moreover, Jesus himself said to
his disciples that there is no greater love than to lay down one's life for one's
friends (John 15:13). In the first letter of John, chapter 4, verse 8, we read that
"God is love." Dying on the cross, Jesus shows the greatest love. At that mo-
ment, he most fully reveals God. So Mary is given to the disciple when Jesus is
"most God," if we may say so. Mary as a charism is given at the peak of God's
self-revelation. This point deserves our attention because a charism is defined
as a supernatural gift. This has to be understood as referring to the origin of
the gift, and not to its intrinsic qualities. Some charisms may look supernatu-
ral in themselves, such as, for instance, the charism of healing; but many oth-
ers may not, such as the charism of discernment or the charism of eloquence.
What makes all charisms supernatural is their origin: they are gifts from God.
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Now the fact that Mary is given by Jesus at the very moment when his
godhead is most fully revealed, does not make this gift the charism par ex-
cellence or the paradigm of all charisms. That fact underlines that Mary, as
a charism, is a gift from God. So, she is still one charism among others, one
example among others, but surely also one that deserves some special atten-
tion. Yet, as a gratuitous gift, a charism can only be an example, albeit a
remarkable one; it cannot be a model,l8 otherwise it ceases to be gratuitous
and becomes necessary. The gratuitousness of the gift of Mary can also be
retrieved from the gospel of John. This gospel calls the miracles performed by
Jesus "signs." It reports seven of them. The first one is the changing of water
into wine at Cana (John 2:1-12); the second one is the healing of the son of a
royal official (John 4:46-54); the third one is the healing of a paralyzed man at
a pool (John 5:1-18); the fourth and central one is the multiplication of loaves,
followed by the discourse on the bread from heaven (John 6:1-59); the fifth one
is the healing of a man born blind (John 9); the sixth one is the resurrection
of Lazarus (John 11:1-44); and the seventh and last one is the big sign of the
exaltation of Jesus through his passion and resurrection (John 13-20). Mary is
present at the first (John 2:1) and at the last sign (John 19:25); she is referred
to within the central one (John 6:42).
One element that characterizes these three signs is the notion of overabun-
dance. At the wedding at Cana, the wine provided by Jesus exceeds what is
expected or needed by far, both in terms of quality and quantity: 150 gallons
of good wine served last. After the multiplication of loaves, twelve - a number
indicating perfection, fullness - wicker baskets filled with the fragments left
over are collected. This is the only miracle or sign reported by the four gospels.
Only in John, though, does Jesus explicitly ask his disciples to collect the left-
overs; for him, they are part of the meaning of the sign.rT
The narration of the seventh sign starts with chapter 13. In the first verse
of this chapter, we read: "[Jesus] loved his own in the world and he loved them
to the end." The Greek root for "end" (lelos) appears then in chapter 19, verse
28, where it is written: 'After this, aware that everything had now come to an
enil . . ." This verse follows verse 27 where Mary is given to the beloved disci-
ple by Jesus hanging on the cross. We already saw that, within the same nar-
rative, Jesus states that there is no greater love than to lay down or give one's
life for one's friends. When Jesus gives Mary to his beloved disciple, he has
16 Or a paradigm, as expressed in the title of Philippe, Thomas, Mgstical Rose: Marg, Par-
adigm of the Religious 1,fp. Huntington, IN: The Sunday Visitor Publishing Division, 1995.
17 In Mark (8:19-21), Jesus draws the disciple's attention to the Ieftovers even more directly,
as if, as he reminds them of the miracle, the leftovers'were more important than the multipli-
cation itself.
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already given his life for his friends, he has already offered the greatest gift.
Yet, to this greatest gift, Jesus adds another one, in surplus. It is only after
such surplus is given that Jesus acknowledges that everything has come to an
end. In the first and central signs, at Cana about wine and at the multiplica-
tion of loaves about bread, we find Mary in contexts where surplus, superfluity
or overabundance is part of the meaning of the signs. In the seventh 
- 
also a
number expressing perfection or fullness 
- 
and last sign, Mary herself becomes
surplus, superfluity or overabundance. As a gift to the beloued disciple, Mary
escapes from any category of necessity. The gift of Mary is a gratuitous one. It
does not mean, of course, that such a gift is pointless or irrelevant. Its raison
d'Atre, however, is not to be searched for in terms of any kind of necessity or
even in terms of convenience, which aim at satisfying intellectual construc-
tions. It is simply a matter of love. Overabundance belongs to the very lan-
guage of love, for when one loves, one does not count or measure. After having
shown the greatest sign of love, Jesus offers his mother as a gift to the disciple
whom he loued.
This unnamed disciple has often been regarded as representing the disciple
par excellence of Christ and, therefore, as figuring all the disciples of Christ.l8
This interpretation prevents us, though, from understanding the gift of Mary
as the gift of a charism since such a gift is made not to all the members of
the Church but to a particular subject. Now, traditionally, the beloved disciple
has also been identified with John himself or as the member par excellence,
not of the whole Church, but of the particular Johannine community.ls At any
rate, whether embodying the member par excellence of a possible Johannine
community or not, the working hypothesis that the beloved disciple was a real
individual can be safely accepted.2o
At the end of the gospel of John, Jesus offers one more gift, namely the
one of the Holy Spirit, in chapter 20, verse 22. At that moment, Jesus is no
longer on the Cross, but he has risen from the dead and meets with his disci-
ples in a locked room where the disciples are gathered. The same Greek verb is
used to indicate the reception of the gift by the disciples: elaben in John 19:27
and labete in John 2O:22. These forms are different tenses and persons from
the one verb lamband, which means "to take" or to "receive." In John 19, the
verb is used in the aorist tense, which is the tense of the narration; in John 20,
18 Serra, Aristide, Marie d Cana. Marie pr|s de Ia Croia (Jean 2:1-12 et 19:25-27). Paris: Les
Oditions du Cerf, 1983, 103.
19 Cothenet, Edouard and others, Les Ccrits de sainl Jean el t'Epttre aux Hdbreux. Paris:
Descl6e, 1584, 147-148.
20 Brown, Raymond E. and others (eds.), Marg in the New Teslament: A Collaboraliue ,4ssess-
ment bg Proteslant and Roman Calholic Scholars, Mahwah, N.Y.: Paulist Press, 1978, 211.
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the imperative is used, which expresses a command. The reception of the gift
by the beloved disciple in John 19 is reported. Nothing similar is said of the
disciples after they were commanded to receive the Holy Spirit. In chapter 20,
the Holy Spirit is given by Jesus to all the disciples 
- 
with the exception of
Thomaso who was absent. In contrast, the gift of Mary is made to a particular
disciple. The gift of the Holy Spirit, though also gratuitous, cannot therefore
be understood as the gift of a particular charism. Rather, it has to be regarded
as being, from then on, a constitutive element of the Church and its members.
As a matter of fact, all the baptized will receive the Holy Spirit. This cannot
be said of the gift of Mary made to a particular disciple. This gift can there-
fore still be considered a charism.
The technical conditions defining a charism do apply to Mary as gift of
God. Usually, among the persons of the Trinity, the Holy Spirit is regarded
as the one who bestows charisms. The so-called charismatic movement focuses
on the many manifestations of the Holy Spirit among us. Yet, according to
John (20:22), Jesus, the Son, is 
- 
as we saw 
- 
the one who first gave the Holy
Spirit to his disciples. And Paul, in 2 Corinthians 3:17, states that "the Lord
[i.e., Christ] is Spirit." 2r So, the fact that Mary is given to the beloved disciple
by Jesus and not by the Holy Spirit does not impede us from considering the
gift of Mary as a charism. After the Ascension, the Holy Spirit has become the
normal dispenser of charisms; but Mary is given to the beloved disciple before
the Ascension.
The Meaning of Marg as Charism: the Recipient
Now, once the conditions for regarding the gift of Mary as a charism are
fulfilled, we need to investigate the possible meaning of the gift itself, but,
before that, to give a close look at the person who receives it. The existence of
this person is a pre-condition to the gift and even determines it. We have then
to consider the beloved disciple if we want to understand the meaning of the
gift made to him. Again, we will not review the different interpretations bibli-
cal scholars have provided concerning his identity." We will rather look at what
the gospel of John tells about him. He is, first, a disciple of Jesus. And he has
already been this disciple when Jesus gives him his mother. The gift of Mary
happens after the relationship with Jesus. The gift of Mary is a consequence of
the relationship with Jesus, not the cause as often presented in some Marian
spiritualities and congregations that portray Mary as the way leading to Jesus.23
21 Ferndndez Garcia. 940.
22 See Serra. 100-101.
23 
"Ad Jesum per Mariam." The Marist Brothers, for instance, use such a motto.
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As we noticed earlier, the gift of Mary is an expression of the love Jesus
has for this disciple. In the gospel of John, this person is referred to as "the
disciple whom Jesus loves" for the first time in chapter 13, verse 23; that is the
chapter where the narration of the seventh and last sign begins. It is the sign
that fully manifests the love of God in Jesus Christ. As we remember it, the
narration of this sign starts with the words: "[Jesus] loved his own to the end."
In chapter 14, verse 21, Jesus says to his disciples: "He who has my command-
ments and keeps them, he it is who loves me; and he who loves me will be loved
by my Father, and I will love him and manifest myself to him." From this, we
may infer a relationship of reciprocal love between Jesus and the disciple. A
few verses later, in chapter 15, verse 12, Jesus adds: "This is my command-
ment, that you love one another as I have loved you." Jesus loves all his disci-
ples, but one of them, in particular understands or experiences that in a more
acute way. This disciple understands the cross as an expression of the love of
God for him. This may be why, of all the apostles of Jesus, he does not aban-
don Jesus on the cross: because he wants to receive the love expressed by it.
The gift of Mary is, then, made to someone who not only loves Jesus but
who knows that he is loved by him and looks for receiving that love in its full
manifestation. The gift of Mary is not only the expression of Jesus' love for his
beloved disciple, it also presupposes from the latter not just reciprocity in love,
but a willingness or readiness to welcome all that love, and to even become part
of the movement of giving and receiving that is the very expression of love. In
fact, just before receiving Mary as a gift, he is offered to her as a gift himself.
Both the beloved disciple and the mother are given to each other. However,
since John 19:25-27 tells only about the reaction of the disciple as recipient of
the gift, the biblical text insists upon the gift of the mother. Though the gift of
Mary is offered to particular subjects, other disciples are likely to receive Mary
as a charism, but there are no other Marys to receive the beloved disciple.
In the gospel of John, after the resurrection, that is after having received
Mary as a gift, the beloved disciple appears on two more occasions, both times
in company of Peter-as if the gift of Mary had brought him closer to Peter.2a
The first occasion is found in John 20:l-20, where Peter and the disciple whom
Jesus loved run to the tomb after Mary Magdalene has told them that it was
empty. The second occasion is in John 21, where Jesus appears to the disciples
on the shores of the Sea of Tiberias. The relationship between the beloved dis-
24 We may observe something similar in the corpus of Luke, if we accept the tradition that
identifies the beloved disciple with John, son of Zebedee and the author of the fourth gospel.
ln Luke 6:14-16, John comes fourth in the list of the apostles. In Acts 1:13, however, John is
listed second. next to Peter.
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ciple and Peter has been explored at length by exegetes2s: after having served
as an intermediary between Peter and Jesus (John 13:23), he precedes Peter
(John 20:4), but he also steps behind Peter (John 20:5) and lets him arrive first
(John 21:7). The beloved disciple is close to Peter,28 but not in competition with
him. On the contrary, he acknowledges Peter's precedence over him.
After the passion and resurrection of Jesus, the beloved disciple is present-
ed in relationship to Peter. He is a companion to Peter, but he is also contrast-
ed with him. We have already observed that this disciple occupies a particular
place compared with the other disciples when we noticed that he alone receives
Mary as a gift from Jesus, whereas the gift of the Holy Spirit is imparted
to all the disciples. The beloved disciple has a particular vocation among the
other disciples. Mary as charism is given to a particular disciple. But this dis-
ciple is at the same time close to Peter and different from him. The beloved
disciple receives from Jesus a mission that is distinct from the one ascribed to
Peter. In fact, at the end of the gospel of John, Jesus pronounces two sentenc-
es concerning the beloved disciple in particular. The first one is, as we know,
"Behold, your mother!" in John 19:27, and the second one is "If it is my will
that he remain until I come, what is that to you?" in John 21:22. These are
the two instructions given by Jesus about the beloved disciple. After having re-
ceived the gift of Mary, the disciple learns that his mission is to "remain until
[Jesus] comes."
An early tradition of the Church has identified the beloved disciple with
John, son of Zebedee, one of the Twelve and author of the fourth gospel.27 Ac-
cording to this tradition, John is, of all the apostles, the one who lived the
longest and the only one who was not martyred.28 The liturgy of the Church
reflects this tradition, as the liturgical color of the feast of John is white and
not red, the color of the martyrs, used for the feasts of the other apostles. Mar-
tyrdom is an unnatural death that abbreviates the lifespan of the persons who
are martyred. Martyrs are remembered because of the very event that makes
them leave this earth. The mission of the beloved disciple, on the other hand,
is to remain on this earth.2e
z5 E,g. LEplattenier, Charles, l,iEuangile ile Jean. Gendve: Labor et Fides, 1993, 393-406;
Castro SAnchez, Secondino, Eaangelio de Judn: Comprensi\n exegCtico-eristencicl. Madrid:
Comillas, 2001, 504-508; or Ray, Stephen K., Sl. John's Gospel: Bible Studg Guide and Commen-
lcry. San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 2002, 397-400.
26 In Galatians 2:9, Paul describes him as one of the pillars of the Church, along with Peter
and James.
27 One of the earliest witnesses of the tradition supporting this identification is found in
Iraeneus of Lyon, Aduersus Haereses.ll, xxii, 5; III, iii, 4.
28 For a presentation and a critical assessment of this tradition, see Lindars, Barnabas, ?ie
Gospel of John Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1972,28-34.
2e A metaphorical interpretation of "to remain" can also be envisioned; see Cothenet and
others. 146.
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To summarize, the gift of Mary as charism is given by Jesus to a partic-
ular disciple who has experienced a relationship of reciprocal love with him.3o
This disciple is close to Peter, respects Peter, but has a particular vocation in
distinction from him, the vocation to remain in this world. Such a vocation
expresses the value of duration in this world, the value of taking root in it.
Such a vocation testifies that already the incarnation of the Lord has a salv-
ific dimension, even before his death and resurrection. As Karl Rahner writes,
"Scripture itself already contains a theology of the incarnation, and not just
a theology of the cross."3r The mission of the disciple who received Mary as a
charism is to give witness to the incarnation. It is in this perspective that this
gift can be understood. For this, we need now to look at the gift itself.
The Meaning of Marg as Charism: the Gift
So far, we have mentioned Mary by name, but we know that this is not the
way she is referred to in the gospel of John. When Jesus addresses her, he says:
"woman." And when the narrator tells of her, he refers to her as "mother." In
John 19:25-26, he even refers to her as "the mother," without any further de-
termination. Even though the context may make the identity of this mother
clear, the possessive adjective would not have been redundant at all. The ab-
sence of it, in verses 25 and 26, may indicate that it is the mother in general
who becomes the particular mother ("gour mother") of the beloved disciple in
verse 27. The gift of Mary as charism is, above all, the gift of Ifte mother who
becomes your mother. The gift has to be understood as such.
The mother is the person that introduces each one of us into this world,
out of love and hope for this world. The love and hope for this world is trans-
lated into love and hope for the newborn child, just as the love and hope for
the newborn child expresses the love and hope for the world. Applied to Jesus,
this mystery of love and hope through conception and birth is called the In-
carnation. In John, chapter 3, verse 16, we read: "God so loved the world that
he gave his only Son." This may explain why, for the beloved disciple, the re-
ception of the mother, 32 of his mother, is followed by the instruction to remain
until Jesus comes to put an end to this world as we know it-to remain as a
sign of God's love for this world.
30 Unlike Peter, the beloved disciple is not asked by the risen Jesus to declare his love for
him; see John 21:15-18.
31 Rahner, Karl, Marg: Mother of lhe Loril. Wheathampsted: A. Clarke, 1974,295.
32 Garcla Murga, Jos€ Ram6n, "Prospectivas de la mariologia de cara al siglo XXI." In:
Ephemerides Mariologicae 5l (2001) , speaks of Mary as being the "tierra de Dios," the "earlh
of God."
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During the Last Supper, Jesus said to his disciples that he will manifest
himself to the one he will love (John 14:21). After the resurrection, Jesus ap-
peared to his disciples, to all them, and not only to the beloved one in partic-
ular. After the Last Supper, the only particular manifestation of Jesus to an
apostle is made to the beloved disciple, the only one to witness his death on
the cross. At the cross, for the mother, the son is replaced by the beloved dis-
ciple, but for the beloved disciple, the loving master is replaced by the moth-
er. The gift of Mary may then be seen as a manifestation of Jesus to the one
whom he loves. Mary is, of course, not to be identified with Jesus: the gift
of the mother is only a manifestation of Jesus, as any charism of the Holy
Spirit is a manifestation of the Holy Spirit and cannot be identified with the
Holy Spirit himself. The mother is a manifestation of Jesus at the very mo-
ment when he is experiencing the incarnation at its deepest.33 The gift of the
mother reminds the disciple of how deep is the love for this world manifested
in the Incarnation.
The mother, though, is not just a reminder to contemplate. The mother is
a person who is in relationship with her child, who forms and shapes her child.
There is thus some shared identity between the mother and the beloved dis-
ciple. This shared identity is not to be looked for in the fact that the mother
conceived and gave birth to the disciple, for the mother is a given one, or an
adopted one. The mother did not adopt the disciple, it is the disciple who ad-
opted her (who "took" her into his keeping).34 A gift of love has to be accepted;
it should not be imposed. Now, once the mother has been adopted, the disciple
regards her as his. From then on, he may let her form and shape him.
We may find evidence of this in Scripture. Mary was the first person who
believed in the Incarnation. Luke, chapter 1, verse 38, tells of her yes to the
words of the angels and, in verse 45, Mary is blessed for having believed. In
John, chapter 2, verse 11, the first disciples of Jesus are said to start to believe
in him right after having witnessed his first sign triggered by Mary's initia-
tive. Then, in John, chapter 20, verse 8, the beloved disciple is the first one
who is said to have believed in the Resurrection of the Lord. Both the mother
and the beloved disciple can be regarded as pioneers of faith. If the capacity
of understanding with the eyes of faith belongs, by grace, to Mary's personal
charism, the mother passed on this gift to the beloved disciple.
Beyond Scripture, Tradition has reflected on more possible similarities
between the mother and the beloved disciple, between Mary and John. The
most salient one that appears in Tradition, is virginity. The perpetual virgin-
33 Philipians 2:8.
3a John 19:27.
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ity of Mary was accepted and proclaimed by the vast majority of Fathers of
the Church very early, and has become the content of one of the four Marian
dogmas. Some early Christian authors also considered John as having remained
a virgin. Paschasius Radbertus, for instance, writes that "the most chaste of
virgins cannot be entrusted to any other disciple except to the one who is a
virgin too."35 We may remember that, once persecutions against Christians in
the Roman Empire stopped, and with it the possibility of martyrdom, people
started to see virginity as the most perfect form of total dedication, soul and
body, of the individual to Christ.36 Neither Mary, nor John are considered as
having been martyred. But both of them are remembered as virgins, as having
experienced the highest degree of dedication to Christ possible for those who
are to remain.
In terms of shared identity, virginity is the only characteristic of Mary as
defined by a Marian dogma, that the beloved disciple could have possibly expe-
rienced or lived out himself. The Divine Motherhood, the Immaculate Concep-
tion, and the Assumption are, as events and not in their spiritual understand-
ing, exclusive of Mary.tT'Whereas, in the case of Mary and the beloved disciple'
we can even speak of reciprocity about virginitiy, for the relationship between
an adopted mother and an adopted son allows for love to be experienced as vir-
ginal. In the Christian tradition, virginity expresses the total dedication of the
person to Jesus Christ as a response of love to his love, as manifested in partic-
ular on the cross. Virginity has also become characteristic of such a dedication
in consecrated life. At the very moment when Jesus is about to leave this world
as a normal human person, he gives to those who remain other persons to love,
because love has to be lived out in particular, in concrete persons, love has to
be incarnate. The subject who receives that incarnated love is given, in turn,
as object of love. In this context, as we look at Mary as a gift, the primacy of
the person in terms of charism is highlighted, not just as the recipient of the
charism, but as the charism itself. For the person is the origin and the end of
35 Paschasius Radbertus, Serm. de Assumptione Bealae Mariae Virginis , PL 30, 122-142, For
ealrier witnesses, see Pseudo-Clemens of Rome, Epistula ail uirgines, I; Athanasius of Alexan-
dia, De airginitate, CSCO 151, 58-62; MU 42, 243-247: or Ambrose of Milan' De educatione
airginis, PL 16, 317-318.
36 Vandenbroucke, Frangois, "La vie religieuse au cours des si6cles." In: Assembl6e des
Sup6rieurs Majeurs de Belgique, La oie rcIigieuse ile I'EgIise du Christ. Bruges - Paris : Descl6e
de Brouwer , 1964,21.
37 Many authors have explored how consecrated people may learn from Mary in her Divine
Motherhood, in her Immaculate Conception, her Assumption, or in her many virtues, and how
they may be inspired by this. See, for instance, Emile Neubert, Marie eI Ia uie religieuse.Paris:
Editions Alsatia, 1959; Jean Galot, Viaere con Maria nella aita consatata. Milano: Editrice
Ancora, 1987; or Philppe, Mgstical Rose.
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love. This is what Jesus revealed about God through the Incarnation, and this
is the revelation he entrusts to those who are to stay in the world.
As part of the definition of a charism, we also observed that if a charism
is given to a particular person or group of persons, we must nonetheless keep in
mind that, even though the gift of a charism is not without positive influence
on the particular person 
- 
or group of persons 
- 
who receives it, the main pur-
pose of the gift is the good of the community, the edification of the mystical
body. We have already noticed the positive impact of the gift of Mary to the
beloved disciple. We need to consider now how the purpose of the gift of Mary
to the beloved disciple is the good of the community, the edification of the
mystical body. We have seen how the recipient of the gift of Mary stays close
to Peter, complements him, respects him, and yet has a different mission, the
mission to remain in this world out of love for it, a love revealed to him by Je-
sus and incarnated in other individuals. The community can obviouslv benefit
from such a witness.
The very giving of Mary as a charism, combined with the simultaneous
giving of the beloved disciple, illustrates how the edification of the mystical
body is already and concretely implemented by the act itself. There is a current
consensus among biblical scholars about the fact in the beginning of Christian-
ity there was some tension between two groups both claiming the heritage of
Jesus Christ: the group of the relatives of Jesus and the group of his disciples.ss
In the episode of John 19:25-27, we see the two groups merging: through the
gift of Mary, the beloved disciple becomes the adopted son of the mother of Je-
sus. In John 20:17, the risen Jesus calls his disciples "my brothers" for the first
time in the gospel. After the Ascension, in Acts l:13-14, the apostles of Jesus
are listed, and their names are followed by the mention of the name of Mary,
which, in turn, is followed by the mention of the relatives of Jesus, all them
praying together. The gift of Mary to the beloved disciple contributed to the
building of the Christian community, to the edification of the mystical body.
Conclusion
In this presentatior, my intention was in no way to deny the validity of
the parallel between Mary and the Church or between Mary and consecrated
life. My contention is simply that we cannot start with this parallel when we
want to identify the specificity of Marian charisms within the Church. If the
mystery of Mary is one with the mystery of the Church or if Mary is the para-
digm of religious, we can no longer speak of charisms, for a charism is partic-
38 Brown, Raymond E. and others (eds.), Marg in the New Testament,53. Or Buby, Bertrand,
Marg of Galilee, 39.
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ular and, as such, does not belong to the very identity either of the Church or
of consecrated life as a whole. This is why I suggested that one way of search-
ing, in a systematic reflection, for the specificity of a Marian charism and for
its meaning within the Church or consecrated life is to consider Mary herself
as being a charism, that is a gift made by God to a particular subject for the
good of the community. And the only example of Mary being such a gift, found
in the Revelation's content, is the one we find in John 19:25-27, where Jesuso
out of love, offers his mother as a gift to the beloved disciple.
In order to determine the meaning of such a gift, of such a charism, I have
limited myself to an analysis of the persons mentioned in this biblical passage'
namely Mary and John. Jesus of course is also involved, but the fact that a
charism is given by God belongs to the definition of every charism. Once stat-
ed that Jesus on the cross is God, there was no more need to dwell on this
matter. On the other hand, the specifics of the charism given in John 19 are
the person of the recipient and the gift itself, who is also a person. It was then
in function of these two particular persons present in John 19 that I have tried
to identify the possible characteristics of what a Marian charism could mean
within the Church and, by extension, within consecrated life.
In using a systematic approach, based on the datum of Revelation, I am
aware that I have not given full justice to the plural reference contained in
the title of my presentation, namely the "meaning of Marian charismg in the
Church." I have rather suggested what the meaning of A Marian charism within
the Church and consecrated life could or should be. I am also aware that, in the
history of the Church, Mary has been given by God to other persons than the
beloved disciple. We have seen that a charism is defined by its content and by
its recipient. Therefore, as God has continued to give Mary to other particular
persons, these new recipients have each time offered something new to meaning
of what a particular Marian charism can be. If Mary as gift remains the same,
it is the gift of a person, with all her complexity. Much more has been said
about the most-written-about woman in human history than the few elements
I have retrieved from John 19l.25-27. The same Mary is given, but with a par-
ticular focus on her scriptural, dogmatical, liturgical, spiritual, devotional, or
other dimensions. All this allows for the plural expression "Marian charisms,"
as the next presentations in this symposium will show. But I thought it might
be good to start with the first example known to us of Mary being given to
a particular subject, in that case, the beloved disciple. Moreover, this case is
reported in Scripture. As I said, since a charism is a gratuitous gift made to
a particular subject, the gift of Mary to John should not be regarded as par-
adigmatic of all Marian charisms. Yet, this is the first example of a Marian
charism and it is revealed to us by Scripture. The other examples of Marian
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charisms do not have to be identical with it or even similar to it, but they
should at least be consonant with it. They should serve the edification of the
mystical body out of intimacy with Jesus and his love for this world incarnated
in and through concrete persons. Marian charisms should affirm the primacy
of the person in their appreciation of the Incarnation. Within the context of
consecrated life, this full dedication to the mystery of the Incarnation should
be expressed through virginity. Marian charisms should lead to faith and serve
the communion among the faithful in closeness to and respect for Peter. They
should manifest that all charisms have their origin in the fact that "God so
loved the world that he gave his only son" (John 3:16).
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